NMDOT District 3 Traffic Report
Albuquerque Metro Area

I-25 Rio Bravo Roadway Reconstruction Project, I-25 MP 216.250 to MP 220 (Project A301010 / A301610)
Emiliano Martinez, NMDOT Project Manager / Mountain States Constructors Contractor
• Mile marker 220 (just south of the Rio Bravo Interchange) for approximately four miles (to the Broadway Interchange). During the day Sunday – Saturday (7 days a week) from 5 a.m. - 8 p.m., two lanes will be open in each direction. Speed is reduced to 55 mph or less for the remainder of the project. Single lane closures in both directions during night work (8 p.m. – 5 a.m.).

Roy Avenue Bridge Replacements NM 556 Edith Blvd. to Second Street Round-A-Bout MP .400 to MP .0860 (Project A300920)
Jeremy Maestas, NMDOT Project Manager/El Terrero Construction Contractor
• Most of the work will not impact the existing traffic patterns on Roy Avenue other than watching for construction equipment and trucks in the area. A flagging operation will be used intermittently for construction of the bridge over Edith Blvd. which will stay open at all times.

Coors & Eduardo to Coors & Tower NM-045 Coors Blvd MP 10.95 to 11.60 (Project Number A300815)
Project Manager Patsy Najar/Mountain States Construction Contractor
• 4/13 – 7/10 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. Various lane closures for road and sidewalk reconstruction.

NM-314 Belen Main Street MP 2.940 to 3.470 (Project Number 3100340)
Project Manager Chris Sinclair/El Terrero Construction Contractor
• 4/20 – 6/18 from 7:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Various lane closures for bridge replacement work.

NM 47 & 327 (Project Number A300510)
Kimo Constructors Contractor
• 4/20 - 10/18. Intermittent northbound and southbound left lane closures for landscape and removal work, median and shoulder operations.
NM 47 (Broadway) from Rio Bravo to just north of Desert Road MP 43 to 46
Cutler Repaving, Inc. Contractor
• 4/27 – 5/15 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday – Friday. Various lane closures for pavement resurfacing.

I-25 Bridge over I-40 at MP 226
Qualcon Contractor
• 5/1 - 5/11 from 9:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. Weekend work only. Northbound left two lanes closed for bridge maintenance.

I-40 from 6th Street to Carlisle (MP 158.2 to MP 160.9)
Dismuke Construction Company Contractor
• 5/10 - 5/22 from 9:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m. Westbound left lane closures followed by westbound right lane closures for crack sealing. When completed, eastbound left lane closure followed by eastbound right lanes closures. Two lanes of traffic will remain open at all times during road work.

Upcoming Projects

I-40 through Coors Interchange
Pavement reconstruction and rehabilitation is planned for an early June 2015 start. Look for updates in this report and www.nmroads.com. A public information meeting will be scheduled in the future to discuss construction schedule and traffic impacts.

U.S. 550 Bridge Deck Overlay in Bernalillo
Project will resume in early June for final deck treatment. Look for more detailed information soon in this report and on message boards in the project vicinity.

Projects In Weather-Related Suspension

NM 333 MP 0.0 to 4.425 Roadway Improvement Project (Project A300411)
Chris Sinclair, NMDOT Project Manager/Mountain States Constructors Contractor
• Project in suspension until late May to early June – NM 333 from marker 0.0 to 4.425 (from Tramway east for 4 miles) will be placed in suspension pending final paving in the spring.

Rio Bravo – Isleta Intersection Improvement (Project A300940)
Emiliano Martinez, NMDOT Project Manager/AUI Contractor
• **Project suspended until mid-May**— NM 500 (Rio Bravo) at Isleta has all lanes restored and in the final configuration. Temperature dependent items needing to be completed will occur in the spring.

**NM 528 Southern to Sundt/ Roadway Rehabilitation (Project A300380)**
Patsy Najar, NMDOT Project Manager/Albuquerque Underground Inc.
• **Project suspended until mid-May**— NM 528 (DeArco Highway) Final paving will occur as soon as temperatures allow. This will be followed by the final hot thermo striping.

All projects scheduled weather permitting and are subject to change without notice. For more information log onto [www.nmroads.com](http://www.nmroads.com) or call 511.
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